Abstract-An enhancement of Differential Evolution (DE) is proposed in this paper. A second population is introduced using ancestor vector that keep the history of the previous population to provide diversity in the search space during mutation stage. Two additional controllers are being used to control the frequency of the ancestor vector called arp and aup for age of the ancestor vector. This work is using Normal distribution (Gaussian) to minimize the burden to decide the value for both controllers. Additional with MDV (magnitude of difference vector) as constraint for arp parameter controller. We test this proposed algorithm on CEC2015 Numerical Optimization Problem.
INTRODUCTION
Differential Evolution (DE) was first introduced by Storn and Price [1] in 1995, and has finished third at the First International Contest on Evolutionary Optimization (1st ICEO), in Nagoya, Japan. DE has become more popular among researchers since DE turned out to be the best evolutionary algorithm for solving the real-valued test function suite of the 1st ICEO. Since that, DE has gain much interest from researches due to its problem solving capability but yet having simple code of instructions [2] . Differential Evolution has been applied in many areas of engineering such as in signal and sensing application. N. Karaboga in his work [3] has compare the performance between DE and Genetic Algorithm (GA) on design method for IIR Filter. Another research was done to analyze the performance of DE to optimize real-filter wavelength on image processing [4] . Further successful of DE is on computer vision as stated in [5] where the work used DE to determine the existence of circle candidate in the particular image. However, as any other Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), DE will stuck in local solution [6] and pretty much rely on parameter controller strategy for mutation and crossover stage [7] . Similar to others EAs, DE employs evolution stages; mutation, crossover, and selection in every generation to generate population to reach global optimum. During the mutation stage, a mutant vector is generated. Since DE having more than 5 distinct mutation strategies which give different result for different types of problems depending on the most suitable strategy. Therefore, several enhancements have been proposed on mutation strategy to provide more reliable performance as well as be able to optimize the result. Ching et al. [8] in their review on parameter control in DE has stated that most studies focused on two parameters, F and CR. JADE for example introduced an external archive to provide information in order to control F and CR in adaptive manner on DE/current-to-pbest [9] . SaDE in the other hand, using probability to determine between two distinct strategies; rand/1/bin and current to best/2/bin in order to adapt the capability of learning during evolution for parameter setting [10] . Another strategy for parameter control is using probability distribution lead by jDE proposed by Brest et al [11] , using probability to change the value of F and CR to a random value within the predetermined range. Another proposed strategy called MOSADE inspired by jDE using probability distribution for F and CR with the values are re-sampled at every generation [12] . From here, we note that probability may give positive impact on DE. Yang et al. [13] has introduced NSDE based on generalization of neighborhood search strategy. NSDE use both Gaussian and Cauchy to control the size and shape of the neighborhood. GPDE is another proposed variant of DE is using Gaussian during mutation stage to produce new trial vector [14] . These current works has encouraged to the implementation of Gaussian as parameter controller on the proposed method called AncDE. In this work, Gaussian distribution has applied on both controller aup and arp during mutation stage. Meanwhile, value of F and CR are initially decided. The reason behind this is to reduce the human intrusion since AncDE has 4 parameters not including size of population NP. This proposed work has been tested on CEC2015 Numerical Optimization Problem and compared it with standard DE as well as with standard AncDE.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will give a brief description of DE and standard AncDE will be in section 3. The enhanced AncDE with Gaussian is explained in the fourth section. While the work setting and result are provided in the fifth section. Section 6 will conclude the whole work of this paper. (1) DE/rand/1
with r1, r2, r3, r4 and r5 ∈ [1, NP] and mutually different. F is a positive real constant for scaling the difference vector. xbest is the best individual vector with best fitness of the population for current iteration. During the crossover stage, a trial vector is produced with the combination of target and donor vector. Crossover has two option either binomial or exponential, though binomial is widely used as the following scheme:
Where CR crossover rate that is any random positive value in range [0,1], randj is a random number between [0,1] and jrand is any random value from {1, 2, … D} where D is the size of the dimension to ensure the trial vector is differ than target vector at least in one dimension. Selection stage will determine either the new trial vector is selected or the current target vector into new population as describe in (7). All stages will repeat until it satisfies the current criteria.
III. ENHANCED DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION -ANCDE AncDE [15] was first inspired by [16] and [17] to implement it into DE. The idea is to modify the current generation by using the ancestral template although the evolution process may slowly converge however the result is promising. Taking from that point, AncDE introduced sub population as repository of selected trial vector from current population. However, the selection of nominated trial vector only can be done if it satisfies a controller called arp. AncDE having arp in order to manage the ancestor replacement thus control the relative age of ancestor vector. This is to avoid of having ancestral cache that too similar of the current population. By having second population has the possibility to increase the solution diversity, therefore, the ancestral vector will be selected during the mutation stage for difference vector calculation. Random ancestral vector is selected from the ancestral with control from aup controller in favor to control the frequency of selected ancestral vector. The selected ancestral vector then calculated with vector from current population.
(8)
where xbase is a vector from current population, xi,anc is randomly select from the ancestral population, randj is any positive random value between [0, 1]. If the random value is smaller than aup, then AncDE will implement standard variant of DE. The rest of AncDE process are similar with standard DE for both crossover with binomial and selection.
IV. ANCDE WITH GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
As mention in the previous section, AncDE has add two additional controller which increase the burden of defining best value for each controller. There is analysis done in [18] to define the AncDE behavior that allow it to perform better than DE by calculating the jump size between the trial and donor vector using an introduced formula called mdv (magnitude of difference vector). The result shows that AncDE has converge earlier than DE at the beginning of evolution with huge size of gap. Lead from the result, AncDE has run another test on various types of variants [19] . From the result, AncDE has performed better using variant with best vector from each iteration. From the result from previous test the proposed AncDE has taken another step by improvised AncDE with Gaussian distribution to determine the optimal value for both arp and aup. We call this proposed algorithm as GAncDE.
In GAncDE, Gaussian distribution will generate a random value with the combination of mean μ and standard deviation σ. Mean and standard deviation are derived from the previous test on defining the most appropriate value for both aup and arp; 0.15, 0.3 and 0.5 as suggested in [15] . However, we applied different technique for both aup and arp using Gaussian distribution. For aup, Gaussian distribution will provide the value for each iteration, and GAncDE will follow the standard AncDE on selecting variant as in (8) . While for arp, there is constrain setting involve with mdv and Gaussian distribution at each generation, with the initial value is 0.15 as we would like to maintain the closeness between ancestral population with current population. The strategy as follows:
Where arpN is value produced by Gaussian, mdvNM hold the maximum value of mdv and compared to mdvM which keep the maximum mdv of current population. If mdvNM is bigger than mdvM then mdvNM will be replaced with the current value of mdvM. We decide to use 0.3 for arp as another option because we believe to have a slight gap between ancestral and current population to allow wider search space.
V. PARAMETER SETTING AND RESULT

A. Parameter setting.
All the algorithms; GAncDE, AncDE and DE are tested using a set of standard benchmark functions from special session and competition on real numerical optimization held by IEEE CEC2015 Bound Constraint Single-Objective Computationally Expensive Numerical Optimization Problem [20] . These functions consist of 15 different set of problem under category unimodal (Problem 1 and 2) , simple multimodal (Problem 3, 4 and 5), hybrid function (Problem 6, 7, and 8), and composition function (Problem 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15). CEC2015 is divided into 2 dimensions; 10 and 30.
For dimension 10, standard DE will follow the same setting as suggested in [15] Standard DE is using DE/best/1 variant, and all the three algorithms are using binomial crossover for both 10 and 30 dimensions. All the simulations were done on a 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5 processor with 4GB RAM DDR3. Table 1 shows result of mean and standard deviation of DE, AncDE and GAncDE for dimension 10. The result of dimension 30 as shown in Table 2 . GAncDE has outperformed other algorithms over 9 functions in Table 1 (Problem 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 14 and 15). While AncDE has maintain as the second-best algorithm for Problem 3, 4, 7, 8, 10 and 13. Table  2 revealed the achievement of GAncDE for 30D. GAncDE has maintained it stability for Problem 6, 11, 12 and 15. However DE did perform well for five functions compared to AncDE and GAncDE. Noted from the result, GAncDE has done pretty well job for composition functions category for both 10D and 30D environment.
B. Result
A further illustration in Fig. 1 for 10D and Fig.2 for 30D . In Fig. 1 , we only stated the boxplot on which GAncDE performed better than other algorithms (Problem 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 14 and 15), as we can see GAncDE has the closest gap to the solution with AncDE stand close behind. Fig. 2 also shows the GAncDE converges for Problem 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 12 and 15 where GAncDE has performed better than other algorithms.
From both results, we believe that we have fulfill our hypothesis; Gaussian probability has improved AncDE in determining value for both arp and arp. Although, we noted there were many studies has done on parameter controller for F, CR and NP, however, for this particular work we only want to focus on arp and aup. This is because, both arp and aup are not apart of standard DE at the first place. These two parameters are only been introduced for the sake of controlling the ancestral cache, hence we are considering to manage and handle both arp and aup first. We do consider to tackle parameter value for F, CR and NP in our next project.
We are satisfied with our decision to include mdv in our current work as constraint for arp. mdv has clarified in both [18] and [19] that AncDE has converge early with higher average than DE. Therefore, we took advantage of the size between trial vector and donor vector by keeping the maximum value of mdv mean. When the mean maximum value of mdv is smaller than the current mean, arp will receive value from Gaussian, otherwise constant value 0.3 will take place. We believe this will expand the diversity as well as avoid stagnation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the proposed improvised AncDE is an attempt to determine the values for both parameter controller arp and aup using Gaussian distribution. This proposed algorithm called GAncDE also took mdv into count as constraint for arp based on the previous literature found. GAncDE has been tested on CEC2015 Numerical Optimization Problem consist of 15 different functions. GAncDE then compared with standard AncDE and DE, where we found that GAncDE has outperformed the other two algorithms for both 10D and 30D. There are several aspects that we noted to consider in our next project. 
